




The trade links between ancient Bengal and China is a rich treasure of history by itself. Following earlier records 
of such links by 14th-15th century the exchange of trade missions is evidenced in the chronicles of these trade 
relations. The first mission from Bengal came to China in 1404 during the reign of the independent Sultanate of 
Bengal. Thereafter in 1412 it was graciously returned by the first Chinese trade mission to Bengal. In tune with the 
trace of trade links between China and Bangladesh came into being the Bangladesh China Chamber of Commerce 
& Industry (BCCCI) was formally established in 2003 - an exclusive bilateral trade embodiment - with the aim of 
further promoting trade and investment in Bangladesh and China looking forward towards the potential scope of 
trade and commerce and economic cooperation and to establish stronger business bonds between the two 
friendly countries. BCCCI negotiates with the common stakeholders to ensuring the best benefits from this 
business body to take Bangladesh-China trade and economic relations to a newer height.

Apart from extending economic and defense cooperation, China has all along lent its support for Bangladesh in 
different international forums. The Padma Bridge is the glaring example of China's whole-hearted cooperation in 
the development of Bangladesh. The BCCCI incorporated itself as a member of the Joint Stock Companies and 
firms, Bangladesh, on 13th May, 2003. Subsequently BCCCI also received affiliation of the Federation of 
Bangladesh Chambers of Commerce and Industry, FBCCI on 23rd June, 2003. BCCCI enjoys the status of an 'A' 
Class chamber with the FBCCI. The chamber aims to make positive contributions in the promotion of trade, 
commerce and industries between Bangladesh and China, and provides as much as logistical, technical and other 
supports to the investors of both the countries. It takes all possible pragmatic steps in fostering ties, particularly 
strives to diversify China's business and investment in Bangladesh.

BCCCI functions as a spokesman for the business and professional community and translates the group thinking 
of its members into action; secondly, it renders a specific range of services that can most effectively be beneficial 
to the business community. In other words the Chamber's mission is to create an environment in which businesses 
can prosper and flourish. The main function of BCCCI is to promote interest in business possibilities.

BCCCI serves with periodical publications of various economic and commercial character, publishes newsletters 
focusing bilateral trade issues and prospects, holds issue-based seminars and symposia, informing its members 
and the media about regulations in the field of economic activity, commercial usage, and about foreign currency 
issues and other related issues concerning export, import and investment.



With the valuable expertise of the honorable members from different business fields from both the countries, 
BCCCI is committed to provide assistance and facilitation for the business community of Bangladesh and China at 
every possible step of promoting trade and investment for economic prosperity of both the countries.

1. To promote and protect the trade, commerce, mercantile &industrial relations between Bangladesh & 
China.

2. To foster a spirit of co-operation among all members so that they may work together for the development
 of economic, business, commercial, industrial and financial ties between Bangladesh and China.
3. To render to government or other authorities including media about such assistance, information and 

advisory services with an aim to enable them to promote commerce, trade and industry.
4. To watch over and protect the general commercial interests of all members.
5. To collect and circulate to members of the Chamber statistics and other information relating to trade, 

commerce & industry and manufactures.
6. To develop commercial activities and economic co-operation between Bangladesh and China.
7. To promote, trade, commerce, science, industry, service and technology of Bangladesh and China.
8. To promote educational and cultural bondage in all spheres and the development of export and import 

business between Bangladesh and China.
9. To develop a congenial atmosphere for further growth & development of China and Bangladesh.
10. To assist members to explore new business areas and establish joint venture business between China and 

Bangladesh.
11. To exchange ideas with government and other trade bodies.
12. To maintain liaison with the Federation of Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and industry.
13. To exchange delegations and business information between Bangladesh and China on commerce, trade 

and industries at govt. level and people's level.
14. To hold seminars, Symposium, Trade Fair, Trade Exhibition, for the promotion of trade and commerce 

between Bangladesh and China.
15. To set up multistoried buildings for marketing Bangladesh products in Dhaka, Chittagong, Rajshahi, 

Khulna, Sylhet, Rangpur step by step.
16. To exchange delegations between Chambers of Commerce, Trade & Industries of different organizations 

of Bangladesh and China.
17. To promote Direct Foreign Investment in different business sectors in Bangladesh and China through 

exchange of foreign investors exchange program.
18. To organize a trade fairs of Chinese products primarily in Dhaka and Chittagong every year.
19. To organize a trade fair of Bangladesh products in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou or other cities of China 

every year.
20. To try to solve all disputes between Bangladeshi and Chinese companies though friendly constant 

exchange of views, negotiations and mutual understanding.
 Merits of BCCCI Membership

1 Trade Fair: BCCCI members will get the opportunity to participate in Trade Fairs organized by BCCCI (both 
in Bangladesh and in China) at a discounted rate.

2 Seminars/workshops: BCCCI members will get the priority to join the Seminars/workshops organized by 
BCCCI at special rate along with other facilities.



For Bangladeshi Exporters, BCCCI provides related information about Chinese importers and 
necessary market information of China.
For Bangladeshi importers, BCCCI provides related Information about Chinese Exports.

For interested companies who are looking for a joint Venture with Chinese Company, BCCCI will 
provide all possible relevant information on potential Chinese investors.
For companies who are interested to invest, relocate or FDI in Bangladesh, BCCCI will provide 
information about Bangladeshi investment Climate and Investment Procedure.

With the support of BCCCI, Members will be assisted in meeting with the Embassy of China in 
Bangladesh.
BCCCI will assist its members visit to China for business purpose.
Through BCCCI, Members will get the opportunity of closer interaction with other Chinese Chambers 
as well as Bangladeshi Chambers for business purpose.

Open to any firm/company/organization/institution which has Bangladeshi or Chinese registration/incor 
poration and is presently engaged in business/manufacturing/other activities involving these two 
counties.
The Board may invite any distinguished and reputed person to become Honorary Member of BCCCI. 
Membership Fees for General Members
Entry Fee Tk. 35,000/ - (Thirty Five Thousand Taka)
Annual Fee Tk. 20,000/ - (Twenty Thousand Taka)

Interested Business personals/companies /organizations can collect Membership Application Form from 
the BCCCI office/website: bccci-bd.org and submit the same along with required membership fee 
Tk.35,000/- as entry fee).
Interested Business Personals/companies/organizations have to submit the following supporting 
documents (if applicable) along with the application for General Membership:
Passport size Photo
Visiting card
Copy of Trade License
Copy of Certificate of Incorporation
Copy of TIN
Copy of Banker's Certificate
Copy of the Memorandum and Articles of Association, duly signed by all the Subscribers (if the company is 
a Limited Company)
Name of the Partners and Photocopy of Partnership Deed/ Certificate of Registration duly signed by all the 
partners (if the company is a Partnership Company)
The application should be proposed & supported with the and signature of two existing members of the BCCCI.
The membership is subject to approval by the Board of Directors of BCCCI.
Ongoing Activities
To organize Bangladesh Trade Fair in China for promoting bilateral trade and investment.
To send Trade and Investment Delegation from Bangladesh to China and to organize Bangladesh 
Investment Seminar/Business Forum over there to encourage more Chinese Investment and widening 
tradelinks in Bangladesh.
To continue the membership drive.





 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 

Increasing Bangladesh’s Exports to China
Dr Mahfuz Kabir*

Bangladesh-China relations       
  have been historically 
dominated by trade, investments 
and development. China is the 
biggest trade partner of the 
country. Some of the major 
elevators of the bilateral trade 

and investment are: Agreement 
of Economic and Technological 
Cooperation and the Agreement 
of Trade Payment, 1977; Joint 
committee on economy, trade 
and science and technology, 
1983; Agreement of Trade 1989; 
Avoidance of Double Taxation 
1996; Agreement on Economic 
and Technical Cooperation, 
2002; Concessions for 
Bangladesh as a Least Developed 
Country (LDC); joint statement 
during the visit of the Chinese 
President Xi Jinping to 
Bangladesh in 2016, and joint 
statement during the visit of the 
Bangladesh’s Prime Minister 
Sheikh Hasina to Bejing in 2019. 

China very appropriately looks at 
Bangladesh as a trading nation. 

Bilateral trade relations between 
the two countries grew steadily 
over the past two decades. �e 
volume of trade increased 
signi�cantly. In 2016-17, imports 
of goods from China crossed the 
landmark of ten billion dollar, 
which continued to increase till 
2018-19. In 2019-20 it went 
down signi�cantly because of 
Covid-19 pandemic, which again 
rose sharply in 2020-21. 









International Exhibition Co., Ltd. in association with the Bangladesh China Chamber 
of Commerce & Industry (BCCCI), India China Economic and Cultural Council 
(ICEC) and Savor International Limited.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

He underscored the need for more e�orts 
to be undertaken in this mission from 
both the Government and the private 
sector.

Citing an example, exporting agro - 
products can be a way to enter the vast 
Chinese market with the rich and 
fabulous fruit pulps and processed fruit 
extracts among many more agro-products 
from Bangladesh.

Dr Nazrul Islam during an exchange of 
views with BCCCI o�cials, inspired the 
innovative entrepreneurs in these sector 
and sought cooperation from BCCCI in 
facilitating these types of initiatives to 
contribute more value of exports from 
Bangladesh to China.



 
 
 
 
 



 



 
 
 

 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   



 
 
 
 





  
 

  
 

  
  

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 









also started proactive engagements with many countries through investment activities. In 
recent years, advancing connectivity to facilitate trade and promote economic cooperation 
arrangements has become a priority agenda for Chinese policymakers.

As Bangladesh aims to become an Upper Middle-Income Country (UMIC) and by FY2031, and a 
High-Income Country (HIC) status by FY2041, China can be an important trade and 
development partner supporting Bangladesh growth prospects and economic transformation 
in a post pandemic world. China has been the largest trading partner of Bangladesh for more 
than one-and-a-half decades and the bilateral partnership, in recent years, has reached new 
heights. Bangladesh needs to make the most from a stronger and more integrated trade and 
economic relationship with China.

In 2018-19, the value of bilateral trade between the two countries was about $15 billion with 
Bangladesh's exports to China being less than $1 billion. As the pandemic hit the worldwide 
trade flows, both exports to and imports from China declined and the trade between the two 
countries declined to $12 billion in 2019-20. Exports to China declined by 28 per cent to reach 
$600 million in 2019-20, while imorts slumped by 15 per cent to $11.4 billion. China accounts fo 
more than one-fifth of Bangladesh's total imports although its share in Bangladesh's exports 
is very small: just around 2 per cent.

Apparel items-knitwear (HS 61) and woven garments (HS 62)-account for more than 60 per 
cent of Bangladesh's exports to China. Amongst others, jute yarn and textile fibres (HS 53), fish 
and crustaceans (HS 03) and leather and leather goods (HS 41 and 42 and 6403) are major 
export products. On the other hand, major imported products comprise machinery and 
mechanical appliances (HS 84), cotton (HS 52), electrical equipment (HS 85), knitted or 
crocheted fabrics (HS 60), etc.

As part of its unilateral market access schemes for LDCs, China has allowed duty-free access 
to Bangladesh for 97 per cent of its tariff lines which became effective from July 1, 2020. 
Under this initiative, 8,256 Bangladeshi products enjoy zero tariff facility for exports in this 
market. Bangladeshi enterprises however could not take advantage of this comprehensive 
duty-free market access offers due to the pandemic. Previously, Bangladesh was enjoying 
duty free access for 61 per cent of Chinese tariff lines.

Between 2009 and 2020, worldwide overseas investment and construction activities by 
Chinese stateowned enterprises (SOEs) and private companies accumulated to a staggering 
$18 trillion, much of which was under the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). The cumulative 
Chinese investment pledged (through SOEs, private FDls, and concessional loans) for 
Bangladesh during 2009-2020 is about $28.4 billion. However, 3 the realized FDI so far from 
China amounts to just around $2 billion, or 7 per cent of all pledged investments.

In 2018-19, China became the largest source of FDI for Bangladesh, accounting for about 
one-third of all FDI inflow, amounting $1.16 billion. It declined to just $80 million in 2019-20



in the wake of COVID-19-related disruptions. As China bounces back strongly, FDI inflows should 
increase. The power and energy sector has been the traditional focus of Chinese FDI. Textile and 
apparel, leather, construction, and trading are ot investment activities, while non-conventional 
sectors such as agroprocessing and digital commerce platforms are also becoming important. The 
Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is an important avenue fo strengthening economic integration with 
China and other East Asian countries by attracting investments.

Geographical proximity and the sheer size of China's economy would suggest huge potential for 
bilateral trade between the two countries. Bangladesh should ideally be exporting much more to many 
Asian countries with India and China being the markets where very large export potentials remain 
unutilized. Econometric estimates from a gravity model-an analytical workhorse most popularly used 
in predicting bilateral trade flows between countries-shows that Bangladesh exports to China should 
rise by at least $4 billion from its current level of less than $1 billion. Another quantitative 
assessment by the International Trade Centre (ITC) shows that Bangladesh is utilizing just 30 per 
cent of its export potential in China. While these estimates make use of current supply-side 
capacities in determining export prospects, export potential should be much greater given the 
growth dynamics in China and a rapid rise in the demand for imports into its economy.

A comparative export prospect analysis considering market shares of rival suppliers reveals that 
the Chinese market is highly diversified in terms of sources of imports. Bangladesh has some 
considerable market shares in woven and knitwear products. However, Bangladesh accounts for 
only 0.05 per cent of all imports into China, while
ponding shares of market leaders are as follows: the Republic of Korea - 9.6 per cent, Japan - 8.6 
per cent, Chinese Taipei – 8.4 per cent, and the United States - 7.3 percent. Among developing 
countries, Brazil (3.6 per cent), Malaysia (3.0 per cent), Vietnam (3.0 per cent), and Indonesia (1.6 
per cent) are prominent exporters. Over the past several years prior to Covid-19 shocks, 
Bangladesh's exports to China had grov of just 7 per cent, which is much lower than that of many 
other developing countries including Cambodia and Myanmar. As the Chinese total import market 
is worth of more than $2.4 trillion, even a small increase in market share would generate huge 
export earnings for Bangladesh.

Bangladesh currently has a market share of 7 per cent in knitwear and 8 per cent in woven items. In 
these product categories, Cambodia, India, Indonesia, Myanmar, Pakistan and Vietnam are prominent 
rivals of Bangladesh. The Chinese apparel market, currently worth $322 billion, is getting bigger every 
year, and is expected to soon become the largest market replacing the United States (worth about 
$370 billion). Over the past five years before the Covid-19 hits, Bangladesh's RMG exports (woven and 
knitwear items 4 together) to China has expanded at an annual average rate of 15.1 per cent against its 
overall world export growth rate of 7.4 per cent. However, exports from Cambodia, Indonesia and 
Vietnam grew even faster.



The miraculous growth performance and development history of China provide an opportunity 
of learning important lessons for Bangladesh. Furthermore, considering the geographic 
proximity and strong economic prospects of the two can be an even more important trade and 
development partner in the coming years. A proactive and productive economic cooperation 
between these two countries should be a win-win situation for both. In the immediate 
aftermath of Covid-19, Chinese investment and exporting opportunities in China would be an 
important boost for revitalizing Bangladesh's economy and the export sector.

Although China is one of the largest importers in the World, Bangladesh's presence in that market 
is negligible. Bangladesh should target and proactively seek options to expand its market share in 
the Chinese market. China should also help Bangladesh expand its exports and reduce the 
bilateral trade deficit at a reasonable level. If Bangladesh can achieve a one-percent share of the 
Chinese market, export earnings from China alone could be in the range of $20-25 billion. This 
should be target of Bangladesh-China cooperation during the decade of 2021-30.

After LDC graduation more than 42 per cent of Bangladesh's exports to China will be subject to 
15-20 per cent tariff. Another 35 per cent exports will fall under the tariff range 10–14.9 per 
cent. Therefore, the impending graduation will have implications for Bangladesh's 
competitiveness. A partial equilibrium model-based simulation exercise seems to suggest that 
exports to China could be subject to an adverse shock of 12.5 per cent of the current export 
receipts if Bangladesh loses the LDC-specific preferential access. Bangladesh should 
therefore ask China to consider measures including, following the EU example, granting of an 
extended transition period after graduation.

After LDC graduation followed by an extended period of transition, China should consider gradual 
phasing out of tariff preferences for Bangladesh. Bangladesh should propose complete phasing 
out of preferences over a period of five years after the extended transition period.

Establishing a full-fledged free trade area (FTA) is an option to retain the available market access 
in China, but it comes with reciprocity, i.e. offering the FTA partner similar preferential treatment. 
There are estimates to suggest that a comprehensive bilateral FTA would have an overall positive 
impact on Bangladesh's exports by 22 per cent of current exports to China. On the other hand, 
Chinese exports to Bangladesh could increase by about 16 per cent.

There is some concern that an FTA with China will trigger import surges with consequent loss of 
import revenues. However, close to 45% of imports from China in 2018/19 were duty-free coming 
through bonded warehouse facilities or EPZ imports.



Any FTA deal with China should be backed by an investment agreement from which Bangladesh 
should be able to expand its exports and can keep bilateral trade deficits 5 margins. Chinese 
FDI will be important for enhanced global value chain participation and promoting emerging 
sectors that are increasingly becoming an important determinant of export success.

Since Chinese companies have global dominance in R&D, e-commerce, retailing and other GVC 
activities, Bangladeshi suppliers can benefit from joint ventures. Besides, measures to 
incetivise more Chinese investments in technology-intensive sectors will be helpful in the overall 
digital and technological transformation of the country.

As part of industrial restructuring and shifting comparative advantages, China is leaving space for 
other countries to enter the global export market by specializing in some relatively 
labourintensive and less-skilled manufacturing activities. This opens a new window of 
opportunity for Bangladesh in attracting FDI in garment, footwear, and other manufacturing 
export activities.

China is emerging as a tech giant with the recent trends showing it as a leading innovator both 
globally and domestically. China is already the world leader in patent applications with 40 percent 
of the global total. Bangladesh can immensely benefit from an extended economic cooperation 
with China through transfer of technologies. China is already one of the most important sources 
of capital goods used by Bangladeshi firms. However, joint venture projects can foster the 
process acquisition of appropriate technologies and their adaptation. China should consider 
setting up a tech-hub in Bangladesh to target global export markets in the relevant areas. This will 
also help China expand network of supply chains.

Bangladesh can benefit from BRI initiatives through infrastructural development and improved 
connectivity. Making the most of investment support available under BRI will also depend good 
governance and transparency in project selection, prudent macroeconomic management, 
judicious handling of geo-political tensions, etc. Some BRI activities have been subject to 
criticisms and thus Bangladesh should draw lessons in deriving benefits. Bangladesh must 
avoid any debt problems arising from external loans for large-scale infrastructural projects by 
accepting most productive loans only, securing soft terms for repayment, and ensuring effective 
and timely completion of projects. Bangladesh should engage to ensure transparency of the 
projects (including terms and conditions) and due implementation in a timely manner.

Finally, it must be pointed out that with the rise of China as a global power, the world has also 
seen escalated geoeconomic tensions and geopolitical rivalry. Given the rise of the 
geoeconomic and escalated geopolitical tensions. In making use of opportunities associated 
with a proactive relationship with China, Bangladesh must also deploy its judicious foreign 
policy options to avoid being a victim of geopolitical rivalries.

































Speakers at the BCCCI-EPB webinar said on 13 November (Saturday) that Bangladesh should target 
China to expand its market share for a smooth LDC graduation. As China is one of the largest 
importers in the World, Bangladesh's presence in that market is negligible.

�ey made this observation at a webinar “Prospects of Bangladeshi Products in Chinese Market: How 
to Realize the Potential of Preferential Treatment” jointly organized by Bangladesh China Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry (BCCCI) and the Export Promotion Bureau (EPB) on 13 November



2021. China has maintained its position as the world's largest manufacturing country, It is also one of 
the largest importers of the world. It has about a $40 trillion domestic market, said Dr. Abu Eusuf, 
Chairman RAPID and Professor Department of Development Studies, University of Dhaka. “If 
Bangladesh can achieve a one-percent share of the Chinese market, export earnings from China alon 
could be in the range of $20-25 billion”, he added. �e next �ve years are very crucial for Bangladesh. 
�at is why the Chinese market should be the target for a smooth graduation of Bangladesh.

UNDP Bangladesh Economist Dr Nazneen Ahmed said Bangladesh should focus on the Chinese 
investment and export market equally for a smooth graduation from LDC. She also mentioned that one 
belt and road initiative would be a trump card for business negotiation with Chain. Mahbub Uz Zaman, 
Bangladesh Ambassador to the People's Republic of China was Guest of honor while Export Promotion 
Bureau (EPB) Bangladesh director general Mahbubur Rahman presided over the event. Bangladesh 
Ambassador to China Mahbub Uz Zaman said we should focus on diversifying the export basket to 
materialize the given duty free access. �e government is also working for a permanent exhibition 
center at Shanghai in China to display Bangladeshi products. BIISS research director Dr Mahfuz Kabir 
presented the key-note paper and Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies (BIDS) Research 
Associate Siban Shahana was moderator of the webinar. Dr Mahfuz Kabir said the top �ve items 
constituted around 76% of total exported goods to China in 2020-21, o� the total export Woven 
garments 21%, Knitwear 19%, Raw hides & skins and leather 9% Iron and steel 6% and Other vegetable 
textile �bers 21%. “�e merchandise exports would be only US$1.28 billion in 2025-26 and in an



optimistic growth scenario (30% growth), then it would be US$2.53 billion by that time, he added. Dr 
Kabir said China has granted duty-free access of 97% (8,256) Bangladeshi products e�ective from July 
1, 2020, which expected to bring new opportunity for Bangladeshi exporters and businesses as almost 
all items of RMG, jute and jute products, �sh, leather and leather products, shoes, home textiles, 
medicines, perfumes, cosmetics and other toiletries, soaps, plastic and plastic products, rubber and 
rubber products, stone, cement, etc.

BCCCI Joint secretary Al Mamun Mridha said Bangladesh and China traditionally have been enjoying 
friendly bilateral relations for thousands of years. In recent years, the development of Bangladesh China 
relations has been promoted onto the fast track. “�e bilateral trade between the two countries almost 
takes on a single way of tra�c, which is tilting heavily for China. And the trade gap keeps on increasing, 
because of less realization of utilizing the unbelievable preferential tari� package granted by China,” he 
added. Al Mamun Mridha said China accounts for more than one-��h of Bangladesh's total imports 
although its share in Bangladesh's exports is very small: just around 2%. “China should also help 
Bangladesh in further expanding its exports and reduce the bilateral trade de�cit at a reasonable level” 
he added.

“We have been informed by EPB about the Scarcity of the CO form, But we have been assured by both 
the side Bangladesh Embassy in China and Chinese Embassy in Bangladesh that there is no such crisis 
of the CO form as both traditional and online system are in place” both the embassy's commercial 
department is doing their best to upraise the bilateral trade and minimise the di�culties. We (BCCCI) 
are also Working hard in this regard so if there are any problems faced by any exporter in any point of 
the export they can let us know about it. we will try our level best to solve the issue, he added.

In 2018-19, the value of bilateral trade between Bangladesh and China was about $15 billion with 
Bangladesh's exports to China being less than $1 billion.

�e pandemic hit the worldwide trade �ows, both exports to and imports from China declined and the 
trade between the two countries declined to $12 billion in 2019-20. But Exports to China declined by 
28% to reach $600 million in 2019-20, while imports slumped by 15% to $11.4 billion.

In 2020-2021 exports to China have increased slightly to $680.65 million; at the same time imports 
from China have risen to $13.55 billion.











China-based Canves Environmental Investment Company Limited has got the approval of the 
Cabinet Committee on Public Purchase to set up a waste-to-energy plant in Gazipur City 
Corporation area.

�e Chinese company will construct, operate and maintain the power plant while the Gazipur City 
Corporation will supply waste alongside providing land for the project.

�e plant would generate 42.5MW of electricity, which the Power Division would buy for $0.215 per 
kilowatt under a 25-year contract, said Shamsul Are�n, additional secretary to the Cabinet Division, 
a�er the cabinet committee meeting on Wednesday. �e meeting was chaired by Finance Minister 
AHM Mustafa Kamal.

Shamsul Are�n said, "If the value of $1 is Tk80, the tari� of the electricity generated at the plant will be 
Tk17.20 per kilowatt. �e tari� will change with changes in dollar price."

According to the Power Division, the power plant will be set up in the Kaultia area of Gazipur city.

�e Chinese company will arrange the entire Tk14,408 crore of estimated cost for the construction and 
operation of the plant. �e city corporation will supply more than 3,000 tons of waste daily.

�e cabinet committee meeting on Wednesday approved the contracts to build a 50MW solar power 
project in Chuadanga and another 60MW solar project at Sujanagar in Pabna by Singapore-based 
Cyclect Energy PTE Ltd, and a 3MW solar-battery-diesel hybrid power plant at Manpura in Bhola by 
Western Renewable Energy (Pvt) Ltd.

�e committee also approved the signing of an agreement to purchase power from a 60MW solar park 
at Sujanagar in Pabna and another 68MW solar park in Sirajganj, established by Bangladesh-China 
Renewable Company.

Apart from the two city corporations in Dhaka, Narayanganj and Chattogram city corporations are also 
planning to set up waste-to-power plants, according to o�cials.

Local Government Minister Mohammad Tajul Islam last week said that said all divisional cities and 
municipalities that produce more than 600 tonnes of waste a day would be allowed to build such power 
plants.

Shamsul Are�n said Bangladesh-China Renewable Energy Company will set up a 60MW solar park in 
Sagarkandi union of Sujanagar upazila at a cost of Tk1,689 crore. �e Power Division will buy the 
electricity generated at the plant at $0.108 (Tk8.48 when $1=Tk80) per kilowatt.

Besides, the same company will implement a 68MW solar park project in Sirajganj Sadar upazila at a 
cost of Tk1,798 crore. �e government will buy electricity generated there at $0.102 (Tk8.12 when 
$1=Tk80) per kilowatt for 20 years.

Western Renewable Energy Pvt will construct the 3MW hybrid power plant in Bhola at an estimated 
cost of Tk459 crore. �e government will buy electricity generated at the plant at a rate of Tk21.25 per 
kilowatt for 25 years.

Additionally, the Cabinet Committee on Public Purchase on Wednesday approved a proposal by the 
Directorate of Primary Education to purchase 41,000 laptops and 41,000 speakers from Walton 
Digi-Tech Industries for distribution in government primary schools, involving an estimated cost of 
Tk216 crore.






